Service brief

Transform to an agile,
dynamically responsive network
HPE Network Transformation Workshop
Bringing the network up to pace with the speed of business
Network enable your business
Be an organization that thrives in the
idea economy ready to act with speed to
increase opportunities and shorten time
to value
• Enable seamless and secure
connections to business resources, by
moving to a mobile first workplace
• Provide the on-demand foundation for
100 percent of the apps and workloads
that power your enterprise
• Proactively protect the interactions
between users, applications and data
across any location or device
• Harness 100 percent of your data types,
regardless of source or scale to drive
superior business outcomes
• Deliver experiences that empower
employees and customers to create
better outcomes

The need for an end to
end intelligent network
A good network offers predictable
performance, easier mobility, and provides a
reliable platform. An intelligent network can
be transformed into a platform for business
innovation that helps you change the rules of
the game.
The HPE Network Transformation Workshop
helps you build a path from today’s rigid
legacy network, which is overprovisioned
and underutilized, to the agile network of the
future—one that is dynamically responsive to
changing demands and one that can provide
the intelligence and analytics to enable
business decisions and investments.

Approach and methodology
This workshop is a highly interactive,
Hewlett Packard Enterprise facilitated
one-day session with your identified key
stakeholders and senior HPE consultants.
This structured discussion takes a fact-based,
analytical approach to help you achieve
alignment of your vision, identify your current
and future states, and determine your specific
transformation agenda.

Leveraging HPE’s unique approach, we guide
a Network Transformation discussion based
on our experiences, from both a technology
and business perspective. We focus on
internal and external drivers, market trends,
business drivers, and technology innovation.
We then translate findings into a plan that is
tailored for you.
We uncover answers to the following
questions:
• How can I integrate and benefit from an
all‑wireless workplace, network virtualization,
software-defined networking, IPv6 and
mobility in my transformation?
• What is really happening in terms of
demand, what are the user experiences we
are trying to enable, who is our user?
• What is the right approach to an agile
network that can dial up and dial down as
required by the business and users?
• What is the operating model and
management of an agile network
infrastructure—how does that differ
from what is being done today and
what is required?

“As-is”

“To-be”

From: A rigid, overprovisioned
network where the focus is sizing
bandwidth and joining the dots

To: A dynamically provisioned
connectivity service that is business
aligned and unlocks innovations in
Cloud, Mobility, Big Data and IoT

Network Transformation strategy
Figure 1: HPE Network Transformation
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Enable your transformation with Network
Virtualization and Software Defined
networking (SDN)
On the provisioning side, in the data center,
Network Virtualization and SDN are about IT
optimization, orchestration and automation to
align with the agility of compute and store.
On the consumption side, in the campus,
SDN is about protection, visibility and user
experience, and it must be delivered over the
wired and wireless networks.
Hewlett Packard Enterprise has the experience
to help you identify the right solution to drive
value for the business.
Key elements which are explored as part
of the Network Transformation workshop
include:
• Identifying the potential value that an
all-wireless workplace could deliver to the
business
• Pinpoint business relevance of unified,
seamless and secure connections to
business resources at all locations, including
home office
• Alignment on how Network Virtualization
and SDN can deliver benefits to the business
through more agile and responsive networks
• Discuss the specifics of a traffic flow
transformation, use cases, architecture
elements and provide an understanding
of what support looks like in this new
environment

Aligning people, process and technology change to enable the business
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Figure 2: HPE Trusted Network Transformation

This process uses the same HPE
Transformation Workshop methodology
delivered by HPE consultants for decades.
We also offer Transformation Workshops in
other IT areas such as Data Center, Cloud,
and Workplace and Mobility, among others.
This methodology and approach is used
to achieve alignment on transformational
programs in a matter of days versus months.

Create your transformation
roadmap
By combining HPE’s methodology, industry
knowledge, and experience, along with your
perspective and vision, we help you:
• Understand the benefits, scope, scale,
and critical success factors of your unique
Network Transformation
• Define a roadmap, with a desired end state,
constraints, opportunities, and next steps
• Identify quick wins that can be pursued
• Gain stakeholder buy-in and alignment

Sign up for updates

Validated design

At the conclusion of the Network
Transformation Workshop, you will have
your transformation definition; your initiative
roadmap based on your goals, constraints,
and short-term opportunities; and actionable
recommendations to help move your
transformation forward.

Go with experienced Network
Consulting services
Is it your goal to deliver an agile network
that can dynamically align with business
needs in the idea economy? If so, it helps to
have a trusted partner with the experience
and practical approach to help navigate you
through the best options for your organization,
and how best to confidently take you forward
to your end state vision. Here are good
reasons to go with Hewlett Packard Enterprise:
• Expertise aligned to your needs and speed
• Reliable, secure, and delivered globally
• A holistic approach
• Collaboration at every turn
At Hewlett Packard Enterprise, our pivotal
goal is to work with you for joint success.
Get in touch with us today and schedule
a Network Transformation Workshop. We
can help you to find the right approach to
an intelligent network that is flexible, agile
and dynamically responsive to changing
business demands.

Learn more at

hpe.com/transform
hpe.com/enable
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